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In this work we have investigated the integrated diaphragm micropump as an active fluidic control approach for the on-demand generation of droplets with precisely defined size, frequency and timing. In contrast to valve-actuated devices that only modulate the flow of the dispersed phase being continuously injected, this integrated micropump allows the combination of fluidic transport and modulation to achieve active control of droplet generation. A distinct characteristic of this method compared to the valve modulated droplet formation processes is that it enables independent control of droplet generation frequency by adjusting the pumping frequency and droplet size by flow conditions. We also demonstrated the generation of complex droplet patterns through programming the pumping configurations and the application to multi-volume digital PCR for precise and quantitative detection of genetic targets. Overall, our results suggest that the pump-based droplet microfluidics provide a robust platform for programmable active droplet generation which could facilitate the development of high-performance chemical and biological assays.

Introduction

Physical compartmentalization of chemical and biological assays has been long recognized for improving analysis/processing performance, such as by enabling highly efficient reactions and sensitive detection, due to small volumes (femto-to nanolitre scales) and massive parallelism.1–4 Compared with early methods, the introduction of microfluidics revolutionizes the field by enabling the controllable generation of monodisperse droplets, automated fluidic manipulation and the high-throughput readout of information carried by discrete droplets.5,6 Thus, droplet microfluidics, an emerging platform alternative to continuous microsystems, has attracted increasing interest in developing novel tools for high-performance chemical and biological applications.7–12

Droplet microfluidics has been operated largely in passive fashion, such as droplet generation by flow focusing and cross-flow shearing13 and downstream manipulation based on hydrodynamic interactions of droplets.14 Elucidation of complex and dynamic biological processes poses an urgent need of abilities to perform more complicated operations, including reagent dosing, mixing, splitting, extraction, detection and sorting, each of which would ideally require precise and automated control in space and time. Increasing efforts have been invested into understanding the underlying science and engineering principles of droplet microfluidics5,15–18 and exploring new approaches and devices to address the challenges in biological and medical applications.10,19–21. For example, microfluidic circuits have been demonstrated for droplet injection,22 steering,23 trapping and release,24 synchronization,25 fusion,26 and sorting,27 leading to a much broader spectrum of applications, including digital PCR,28 protein engineering and direct evolution,29 and drug screening.30

As droplet microfluidics evolves, precise and controllable droplet generation has been recognized as an important component in developing droplet-based platforms for biological and medical applications. Droplet formation not only directly impacts on the performance of stochastic or on-demand droplet partition of targets,26,31 but also influences the downstream droplet manipulation, such as selective pairing and fusion.32–35 A variety of methods based on different mechanisms have been investigated to achieve controllable and eventually programmable droplet formation. For instance, piezoelectric actuators have been integrated with droplet generators to allow for precisely controlled droplet generation.34,36,37 Although this method offers the drop on-demand capability, device fabrication and system operation are relatively complicated and require sophisticated equipment. Electrowetting provides a means for droplet formation and manipulation via controlling interfacial forces.35,38 However, this method suffers from some limitations, such as high susceptibility to the physical properties of samples and devices (e.g. capacitance and dielectric strength).38 Pneumatic valves fabricated by soft lithography have been demonstrated to be a promising technique for controlled droplet forma-
An advantage of this approach is its inherent amenability with large-scale microfluidic integration and automation. However, current valve-based methods rely on using external pumps to continuously flow the dispersed phase while actuating the integrated valves to modulate the passive droplet formation in microchannels.

In contrast to those valve-actuated devices, here we report on using an integrated valve-based diaphragm pump to control both fluidic transport and flow modulation of the dispersed phase for active droplet formation on demand. This method has been reported in our previous work for applications in single cell genetic analysis. However, this method has not been systematically studied to understand the droplet formation process driven by the on-chip pumping. Its applications to programming droplet generation have not been explored either. In this work we have systematically investigated the effects of pulsatile on-chip pumping and flow conditions on droplet formation in an eight-channel microfluidic T-junction droplet generator. A distinct characteristic of this method compared to valve modulated droplet formation processes is its ability to independently control droplet generation frequency by adjusting the pumping frequency and droplet size by flow conditions. Such an ability to precisely control the frequency and timing of droplet formation is advantageous in developing downstream droplet manipulation functionalities, such as selective droplet pairing and merging. Using the method, we also demonstrated the generation of complex droplet patterns through computer programming the pumping sequences and the application to multi-volume digital PCR for precise and quantitative detection of genetic targets.

**Experimental**

**Device fabrication and assembly**

The 8-channel microfluidic droplet generator was a four-layer, hybrid device composed of three glass layers and a thin poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane (Fig. 1A). The valve seat structure was first lithographically fabricated on the top side of a BOROFLOAT® glass wafer. Using backside alignment lithography, the droplet generators were fabricated on the bottom of the same wafer in register with the pump structure. Fluidic and interlayer via holes were drilled and the wafer was thermally bonded to a clean substrate to enclose the microchannels. A microfabricated glass manifold for pneumatic actuation was assembled with the MEGA device to allow oil infusion and droplet collection. A syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) was used to continuously inject carrier oil into the MEGA device at various flow rates. The on-chip 3-valve diaphragm pump was pneumatically actuated by a homemade solenoid valve system to pump the aqueous solution through the channels. A Welch dry vacuum pump was used to supply constant vacuum (~80 kPa) for valve actuation. The pressure was varied as specified in the text. The pumping was conducted in a three-step fashion (Fig. 1B, inset) under the control of a program written in LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Pumping parameters were specified in the main text. Droplets were collected in 0.5 ml PCR tubes.

**Droplet generation**

The hydrophilic glass channels were treated with a 0.1% solution of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS, Sigma-Aldrich) in dry toluene for 10 min to make the channel surfaces highly hydrophobic. The carrier oil contains 39.8% (w/w) DC 5225C Formulation Aid (Dow Chemical Co., Midland, MI), 30% (w/w) DC 749 Fluid (Dow Chemical Co.), 30% (w/w) AR20 silicone oil (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.2% (w/w) Triton X-100 surfactant (Sigma-Aldrich). A custom PLEXIGLAS® manifold was assembled with the MEGA device to allow oil infusion and droplet collection. A three-step actuation sequence (inset) was carried out with the actuation periods of 45, 40, and 40 ms, respectively. A pressure of 40 kPa was applied for pneumatic actuation.

**Fig. 1** (A) Exploded view of a glass/PDMS/glass hybrid 8-channel microfluidic droplet generator array device integrated with a pneumatically controlled three-valve micropump. (B) Microscopic photo of parallel generation of uniform water-in-oil droplets of ~2 nl in two of eight T-junction generators in a device. A three-step actuation sequence (inset) was carried out with the actuation periods of 45, 40, and 40 ms, respectively. A pressure of 40 kPa was applied for pneumatic actuation.
order of 10 pg ml⁻¹. Thermal cycling was carried out with a 2 min hot start at 95 °C, and 40 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 60 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 30 s in a MasterCycler® nexus thermocycler (Eppendorf). For fluorescence imaging analysis, droplets were pipetted onto a glass slide treated with OTS (Sigma) and slowly spread out to form a monolayer of droplets. Both bright field and fluorescence images were taken using a Zeiss Axiosvert A1 inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a LED excitation light source (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). The digital images were processed and analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, http://rsbimage.nih.gov/ij/) to measure the size and fluorescence intensity of individual droplets.29 Touching droplets and droplet split-up or coalescence caused by pipetting can interfere with the droplet size measurement. A confidence interval of 99% was adopted to eliminate the outliers.

Results and discussion

An important consideration in designing new micropump-based generators for high-speed droplet production is to increase the channel multiplicity while minimizing the dimensions and number of micropumps. We found that the micropump which was reported for the four-channel device20 is able to operate eight parallel T-shaped droplet generators without changing the pump size (Fig. 1A). Fig. 1B shows a typical microscopic photo of the parallel generation of uniform water-in-oil droplets of ~2 nl using the 8-channel device. A three-step actuation sequence (45/40/40 ms) was conducted (Fig. 1B inset) to increase the pumping frequency, and hence the droplet formation rate, compared to the four-step actuation method used before. This 8-channel design should allow construction of generator arrays with at least doubled channel density and droplet generation capacity with respect to the 4-channel design.20 Unless specified, the 8-channel MEGA device developed here was used to investigate the active droplet formation driven by on-chip pumping.

We first studied the effects of the flow rate of the continuous oil phase as it plays a critical role in passive microfluidic droplet generation.11 Fig. 2A plots the droplet formation frequency ($f_{\text{droplet}}$) and droplet size ($R_{\text{droplet}}$) as a function of the oil flow rate in each T-junction ($Q_{\text{oil}}$) under an actuation sequence of 40/50/40 ms and a pressure of 35 kPa. The dashed line indicates the pumping frequency ($f_{\text{pump}}$) of 7.69 Hz. (B) Images of different droplet formation behaviors observed in the regimes identified in (A). The scale bars are 600 μm.

As $Q_{\text{oil}}$ was further increased, a transition regime (b) occurred in which droplet generation lacks both periodicity and size uniformity, as seen in Fig. 2B (b). This transition window in $Q_{\text{oil}}$ is narrow, usually less than 0.5 μl min⁻¹. A sharp change of droplet generation behavior was observed when $f_{\text{droplet}}$ was tuned to a threshold value of 1.3 μl min⁻¹ (Fig. 2A (c)). Within this regime of a wide range of $Q_{\text{oil}}$, the use of active on-chip pumping enables stable generation of uniform droplets, as exemplified in Fig. 2B (c). Several unique phenomena were observed in this regime. First, the droplet generation synchronizes with the pumping frequency, which can be attributed to the pulsatile nature of on-chip pumping. We found that the aqueous solution is pulled back at the end of each pumping stroke, which in fact increases the shearing force to facilitate the break-up of the droplets. As a result, the pump actuation modulates the process of droplet formation. This phenomenon has been found to be characteristic of droplet generation driven by pulsatile on-chip pumping; it is not only observed for the cross-flowing mode in the T-junction device used here, but also for the flow-focusing mode in a 4-channel droplet generator40 and a 96-channel device with a different pump structure.20 Second, $f_{\text{droplet}}$ is independent of $Q_{\text{oil}}$, which indicates the dominance of the forces caused by pumping over the viscous shear stresses that depend on the flow parameters. Third, the droplet size can be independently tuned by varying $Q_{\text{oil}}$. Increasing $Q_{\text{oil}}$ leads to higher back pressure which suppresses the pneumatic actuation of the valves and thus reduces the flow rate of the aqueous phase being pumped into the channels.41 Eventually the droplet generators will stop working when the back pressure is larger than the pressure that the pump is able to generate, as shown in Fig. 2A (d). Although the droplet size variation was larger at
higher $Q_{oil}$, the droplet formation was observed to remain synchronized with the pumping. These observations clearly demonstrate that on-chip pumping confers the ability to independently control frequency by adjusting pumping rate and droplet size by varying $Q_{oil}$. This unique property is in contrast to the passive droplet generation methods in which droplet generation frequency and droplet size are linked and sensitive to the flow conditions.\(^{13}\)

Fig. 2 shows that a range of $Q_{oil}$ needs to be experimentally defined to ensure precisely controlled droplet generation with excellent size uniformity when using the on-chip pumping method. As expected, the $Q_{oil}$ range and the droplet sizes were found to be also affected by the pumping conditions, such as $f_{\text{pump}}$ and the pressure for pneumatic actuation. Fig. 3A shows that the threshold $Q_{oil}$ at which the droplet generation and the pumping start to synchronize is a roughly linear function of $f_{\text{pump}}$, especially at the high frequencies. At a fixed pressure (same as in Fig. 2A) within the range that we commonly used, increasing the pumping rate requires a higher oil flow rate to establish stable operation. Since the droplet size is also affected by $Q_{oil}$ (Fig. 2A), one should work at the oil flow rates away from the boundary conditions such that the adjustment of droplet generation frequency by varying $f_{\text{pump}}$ will require no changes of oil flow and thus have no effects on the droplet sizes. In addition to the oil flow rate, droplet sizes can be fine tuned by adjusting the actuation pressure. The droplet volume exhibits a peaking response to increasing actuation pressure under the conditions of pumping and oil flow that we commonly used for fast droplet generation. An example is shown in Fig. 3B with a pumping sequence of 45/45/45 ms and $Q_{oil}$ at 3 $\mu$L min\(^{-1}\). The experimental observations in Fig. 2 and 3 would provide informative guidance for exploring the proper conditions for independent and precise control of droplet frequency and size.

It is important to note that our results show distinct droplet generation behaviors from those of the mechanical actuation-based methods that use PDMS or piezoelectric valves.\(^{18,37}\) In a PDMS valve-based method, the dispersed phase is constantly driven by external pumps and a valve placed close to the droplet generation junction is periodically actuated to alter the instantaneous flow rate of the dispersed phase.\(^{18}\) It was found that the forced droplet generation synchronizes with the natural droplet generation only if the actuation frequency is a multiple of the natural frequency. Otherwise irregular droplet formation will occur. In our method, synchronized droplet formation can be obtained at any pumping frequency as long as the oil flow rate falls in the regime (c) (Fig. 2 and 3A). Therefore, our studies suggest a different physical mechanism which should arise from the combination of pulsatile transport and modulation of the dispersed phase, in contrast to the valve-based devices that only modulate the flow being continuously injected. To fully elucidate the dynamics of droplet formation driven by the pulsing pumping, more experimental and theoretical studies are needed to capture the pictures of the impact of pump actuation on the droplet generation process including droplet growth, necking, and break-off.\(^{5,42}\)

Because the on-chip diaphragm pump directly delivers the dispersed phase in our device, pumping frequency or period is expected to be an important factor in determining the flow rate of the dispersed phase and thus the droplet size. As seen in Fig. 4A, the droplet size increases and then levels off as the pumping period is extended. Such behavior is consistent with the reported relationship between the flow rate and the actuation time for a microfabricated 3-valve pump.\(^{41}\) Adjusting the pumping period provides a means to control droplet generation that is more compatible with computer programming. The top photo in Fig. 4B shows a stream of two differently sized droplets that was formed by continuously alternating two pumping cycles of 150 ms and 105 ms. In addition, the droplets can be formed on demand to yield more complex patterns, as demonstrated in the bottom photo of Fig. 4B. In this case, each repeating sequence consists of 7 steps: two consecutive pumping cycles of 130 and 165 ms, 100 ms interval, 110 ms pumping, 300 ms interval, 150 ms pumping, and 500 ms interval. Clearly, the on-chip pumping method allows precise control of droplet generation frequency, size, and timing, which demonstrates its on-demand capability and programmability. Compared to the valve-based devices, our design eliminates the need for external driving pumps such as bulky syringe pumps for sample injection. This is particularly advantageous when handling multiple samples is needed because the on-chip pump is inherently amenable with microfluidic integration, automation and scale-up.\(^{6,20,43}\)

In Fig. 5, we demonstrate that the ability to program droplet formation enables multi-volume droplet PCR (MV-dPCR) for precise digital quantification of genetic targets. At a given target concentration, the droplet volume determines the average droplet occupancy, which is referred as the average concentration per droplet (copies/droplet). Therefore, MV-dPCR provides a means to simultaneously carry out multiple measurements of a sample at various average concentrations per droplet, which is equivalent to the serial dilution measurements. Compared to serial dilution measurements by single-volume dPCR, MV-dPCR can improve the detection reproducibility by avoiding the random and/or system errors

---

**Fig. 3** Effects of the pumping conditions on active droplet generation. (A) Plot of the threshold $Q_{oil}$ as a function of the pumping frequency ($f_{\text{pump}}$) obtained under an actuation pressure of 35 kPa. The duration for each actuation step was kept the same. (B) Plot of the droplet volume as a function of the actuation pressure. $Q_{oil}$ was 3 $\mu$L min\(^{-1}\) and the pumping sequence was 45/45/45 ms.
that arise from sample handling and measuring multiple samples in variable conditions. Moreover, it was found that MV-dPCR offers a wider dynamic range and better sensitivity than single-volume dPCR assays.\textsuperscript{44,45}

Fig. 5A shows a representative fluorescence image for the end-point dPCR detection of a $\lambda$-DNA sample using a mixture of four differently sized droplets. In this case, droplets of 73–265 μm in diameter were formed by using a pumping sequence of consecutive 7 cycles: one 165 ms, one 140 ms, two 120 ms, and three 100 ms cycles. More droplets of smaller sizes were formed to increase the statistical power of the single molecule detection in the low copy number regime.\textsuperscript{45} As seen in the image, most of the large droplets turn fluorescent due to the high DNA concentration per droplet and an increasing number of droplets remain dark as the droplet sizes decrease. The dot plot in Fig. 5B shows the distribution of positive/negative droplets \textit{versus} the droplet size, providing an overview of the observations in Fig. 5A. To the right of the dot plot are the histograms of size distribution for the four droplet groups. Below the dot plot are the histograms of fluorescence intensity which were gated to determine the percentage of positive events for each droplet group.

The relative standard deviation in diameter is determined to be lower than 5\% except for the smallest droplet (73.1 μm, 9.7\% size deviation). The relatively large size deviation could be attributed to the large droplet nozzles (200 μm wide and 80 μm deep) which were found to be more suitable for uniform formation of large droplets. Optimizing the channel dimensions would further improve the size uniformity for small droplets.\textsuperscript{13,46} The fluorescence intensity histograms of droplets
(Fig. 5B, below the dot plot) were gated to determine the percentage of positive events, which allows us to calculate the average DNA concentration per droplet and the bulk concentration (copies μl⁻¹) for each droplet size based on the Poisson distribution.39,20 As summarized in Table 1, the observed positive droplet percentages agree with the expected values and the average concentrations determined from different droplet sizes agree with each other quantitatively. The “most probable” concentration is calculated to be 456 ± 28 copies μl⁻¹ by combining the results from the four droplet sizes, which is consistent with the expected copy number concentration of 460 copies μl⁻¹ (i.e., 25 pg ml⁻¹). This calculation based on the most probable number (MPN) theory provides more precise quantification of targets than that measured from single droplet size.45,47 These results suggest that the MV-dPCR assay based on the pump-drive active droplet formation allows for precise digital quantification of genetic targets in a single measurement.

MV-dPCR has been demonstrated using SlipChips that contain microfabricated wells of different volumes.34,45 The SlipChip design has fixed compartment dimensions and can only accommodate a certain number of wells, which limits the dynamic range and sensitivity of dPCR assays. Our on-demand droplet method offers great flexibility in choosing the volume of reaction compartments and the range of compartment volumes to adjust sensitivity and dynamic range for different applications. Thus the pump-based microfluidic droplet generator should provide a versatile platform for accurate and sensitive MV-dPCR quantification of genetic targets of biological and clinical significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Averaged droplet diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Number of analyzed droplets</th>
<th>Expected positive droplets (%)</th>
<th>Observed positive droplets (%)</th>
<th>Concentration (copies/drop)</th>
<th>Concentration (copies μl⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0.0858</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.0</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215.7</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264.8</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

Here we have investigated pulsatile pumping for on-demand droplet generation using an 8-channel microfluidic droplet generator device integrated with a three-valve diaphragm pump. We have identified four regimes in droplet formation frequency as the flow rate of the continuous oil phase changes. In the regime c, where stable droplet generation is established, the droplet formation frequency is synchronized with the pumping rate over a wide range of oil flow rates while the droplet size can be independently adjusted by tuning the oil flow rate and pneumatic pressure. Such unique behavior suggests a distinct mechanism underlying the pump-driven droplet formation compared to that of the valve-actuated methods. We further demonstrated that the active pumping method allows for programming pumping sequences to achieve on-demand formation of complex droplet patterns. Such capability enables multi-volume droplet digital PCR for precise and quantitative detection of genetic targets. The studies reported here using the single-pump design would provide valuable guidance for devising highly integrated multipump microsystems capable of performing complex microfluidic functionalities, such as droplet synchronization, merging and mixing.7,32 Overall, our results suggest that pump-based droplet microfluidics provide a robust platform for programmable active droplet generation, which could facilitate the development of high-performance chemical and biological assays.
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